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1. INTRODUCTIONS 
The concept of a system of class D or of a dissipative system for large +s- 
placements has been introduced by N. Levinson [l] for differential equations 
of the second order, and this hypothesis has been widely used since then to 
obtain periodic solutions for such equations. This notion has been extended 
to differential systems of any order, and the corresponding definitions can be 
found in an interesting book by V. A. Pliss which is quoted in [Z]. 
In recent years some existence theorems for periodic solutions have been 
obtained by various authors in the field of second order difFerentia1 equations 
that,are not of class D, and we refer to [3] for a detailed bibliography. For 
higher-order systems, similar results are less numerous [2-4], but very 
interesting ones have been given by C. Corduneanu [5-71 whose proofs are 
based upon Schauder’s fixed point theorem. Other proofs are due to V. A. 
Pliss [2] and make use of the method of M. A. Krasnosel’skii and A. I. Perov 
P, 91. 
We have recently introduced [IO-121 a method to prove the existence of 
periodic solutions in nonlinear Lipschitzian differential systems. The basis 
of this process was the well-known algorithm of L. Cesari [13, 141 but our 
approach differed from that of Cesari in the analysis of the so-called deter- 
mining equations: by use of a priori bounds for the periodic solutions, we had 
only to look for the determining equations of an associated weakly nonlinear 
system, generally a very easy task. The basic existence theorems of [14] have 
already been applied to a number of particular systems and have been 
extended in [Is], independently of Cesari’s method, to continuous differenti+ 
systems. Using one such theorem, we generalize in this paper some results of 
C. Corduneanu and relate them to a 2n-dimensional extension of an existence 
theorem due to L. Nirenberg [16]. 
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2. A BASIC EXISTENCE THEOREM FOR PERIODIC SOLUTJQNS 
In this section we shall formulate an existence theorem upon which all the 
results of this paper will be based. This theorem is not the more general one 
obtained in [15], but it will be sufficient for the applications we have in view. 
We consider the real differential system of order kn 
g =f($g,Z )..., f&x, t) (24 
where x = (x1 , x2 ,..., x,), f = (jr ,fi ,..., fJ and the fi are continuous and 
2z--periodic with respect to t and continuous with respect to the other variables 
for all real values of those variables and oft. In all that follows we shall denote 
by [I x [I the following norm 
Let us introduce the auxiliary system 
cd”-lx d”-=x dx 
y@=i’ dt”-2 9**-3 -, dt x, 4 x , x 4 0, 11 (2.2) 
where F = (FI , F, ,..., FJ and the Fi verify the same conditions as the fi and, 
moreover, are continuous with respect to X E [0, 1] and such that 
d”-lx dk-2x dx dx 
yjgzi- 9 dt”-2 9*-*, - > dt 
x,t,l - , x7 t &k-l ’ &k-2 ““’ & 
for all real values of the variables. 
The following theorem is an immediate consequence of Theorem 4 in [ 151. 
THEOREM 1. If the following conditions are satisfied: 
(1) For all possible 2vperiodic solutions x(t) of class Ck of (2.2) there exist 
two constants K,, and KI independent of h and x(t) and such that 
sup II #II < K, > tE[o,z?r] 
sup to[o,zsr] II ’ g 0) Ii -=c 4 - 
exists and is dzrerent fTom zeyo, where d[FO(a,), Q, 0] is the topological degree 
[ 11, 12,171 of the application F, with respect o Q and 0, with 
F&d : 
1 a, + - 2T ~‘“F(O, (A..., 0, a,, t, 0) dt 
0 
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and 
G? = {a, E R” : j/ a, 1) < R,) (2.3) 
& > 0 su@ientl’y great but finite, then the diSferentia1 system (2.1) has at least 
one 2?r-periodic solution of class Ck. 
Similar results and some applications, as well as a detailed comparison with 
other methods, are given in [3, 11, 12, and 151. 
3. PERIODIC SOLUTIONS OF SOME 2n-DIMENSIONAL SYSTEMS 
We consider now the real differential system of order 2% 
jEi = X&(X, R, t) + /32(x, R, t), i = 1, 2 )..., 92, (3.1) 
where x = (x1, x2 ,..., x3 and the oli(x, y, t) and &(x, y, t) are continuous and 
2rr-periodic with respect to t and continuous with respect to x and y for all 
tfR,xERn,andyERn. 
THEOREM 2. If the following conditions are satisjied: 
(1) a&x, y, t) > 0 for aZZ x E Rn, y f R”, t E [0,2n], i = I,2 ,..., n; 
(2) There exists a positive constant M such that 
I Bib9 Y(@, tll < J,g 
q[x, y(i), t] ’ 
for all x E Rn, yfi) = (yl ,..., yiT1 , 0, yi+l ,..., yn) E Rn n (y E A” : yi = 01, 
t f [0,2n], i = 1,2 ,.., n; 
(3) I Pi@, YY f)l - a md %(X5 Y> t) I 13&G Yt a-l - 0 as I Yi I - 00, 
umformly on compact (x, t)-sets and uniformly with respect o all (yl ,..., yi+ , 
Yi+1 I-*-, YJ, i = 1, L., no, with no E [0, n] an integer; 
(4) I 4% YY “1 I II Y” v -O~nd/B~(~,y,t)Ili~“11-~-O~ll~“li-~~ 
zcnifoqmly on bounded (t, x, y’) sets, where 
then the system (3.1) has at least one 2r-periodic solution of class C2. 
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Proof. Let us consider the auxiliary system 
Ri = AX&(X, a?, t) + P/3&, 3i, t), x El& 11, i = 1,2 ,..., n, (3.2) 
and let x(t) = [zr(t),..., x%(t)] be a possible 2r-periodic solution of class C2 
of (3.2). At each value of t for which the scalar function q(t) has a possible 
positive maximum we have 
0 > q(t) a&T(t), L@‘(t), t] + h/3&:x(t), R(“)(t), t], 
with 
and hence, 
a+‘(t) = [*1(t) ..., 9&t), 0, &+1(t) ..., $#)], 
o < xi(t) < -A BiW> *w, 4 = h j ALa ~YO7 4 j < w* 
c&(t), e)(t), t] a&(t), Ryt), t] 
At each value of t for which the scalar function xi(t) has a possible negative 
minimum we have 
Hence the following a priori bound 
sup II Ml ==z m < M 
ta[o,zm] 
(3.3) 
holds for every possible 2+periodic solution of class C2 of (3.2). 
We shall now obtain an a priori bound for 11 zh(t)ll. If i denotes one of the 
numbers 1,2 ,..., no, we have, at each value t’ of t for which the scalar function 
&(t) is extremum, 
0 = q(t’) a&(t’), Aqt’), t’] + Apip( qt’), t’] 
and therefore 
I P&(f), W), t’ll 
a&v(t’), qt’), t’] f h-1 1 x$(t’)l < p. (3.4) 
Using condition 3, we may find a positive number Ni such that for every yci), 
if I/ x Ij < M, 1 yi 1 > Ni and t E [0, 2771. By (3.4) we have then 
SUP I *&)I -=c Ni , 
tE[o,z?r] 
a = 1, 2 ,..., n, . (3.5) 
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If y is any fixed real number with 
0 < y < M-l(n - ?zo)-1’2 = iw-1, 
then, because of condition 4), there exists a positive number R(y) such that 
when 11~” II >, R(Y), uniformly for 11 x I\ < M, j yi / < Ni , i = 1, 2 ,..., 12,) 
t E [0, 21~1, A E [0, 11. Moreover, the functions oli(x, y, t) and pi@, y, t) being 
continuous, there exists a positive constant G such that 
when II x II d M, I yi I < N, , i = 1,2 ,..., no , I/y” II ,( R(y), t E [O,~V], 
A E [0, I]. Hence, for every possible 2T-periodic solution x(t) of class Ca of 
(3.2), we have, 
and, using Corollary 5.1 and Remark 1 of 119, p. 4311, there exists a positive 
constant iVs independent of h and such that 
for every possible 2T-periodic solutions x(t) of class C2 of (3.2). Therefore, 
with 
N = max Ni. 
i=o 1 2 , > ,....n, 
To apply Theorem 1 we must now consider d[F@(u,), A& OJ where G is 
given by (2.3) and where 
F,(uo) : a,,& -3 2 1”” 4ao 70, t) dt = q,,,p&,), = 1,2,,.., n. 
0 
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First, it is clear that d[F,(a,,), J&O] exists becauseF,(u,) # 0 if a, f 0. Let us 
introduce the homotopy [12, 171 
~,(a,) : ao,i -+F,,i(Uo) = Uo,i[(l - p) %(4J + p], p E [O, 11, i = 1) 2 ,...) n. 
The conditions of the invariance theorem with respect to a homotopy being 
clearly fulfilled for F,(a,) and &?, we have [12, 173 
and Theorem 2 is proved. 
For n = no = 1, theorem 2 was obtained first by L. Nirenberg [16] whose 
proof was based upon Friedrichs continuity method [18] and Schauder’s 
fixed point theorem [17]; a sketch of it can also be found in Hartman’s book 
[19], pp. 427-428. The same result was also proved recently by K. Schmitt 
[20] as an application of some existence theorems for periodic solutions of 
nonlinear second order differential equations given by this author and 
analogous to interesting results of H. W. Knobloch [21]. 
An immediate consequence of Theorem 2 is the following. 
COROLLARY. Let 
f =f(x, t), (34 
where x = (xl , x2 ,..., x,), f = (fi ,fg ,..-, f,J, be a real dz~eerentiul system of 
order 2n such that the fi are continuous and 2m-periodic with respect to t and of 
class Cl with respect to x for every t E R and x E Rn. If the following conditions 
are sutisjed 
.f&(x, t) > 0, .fi('l 7.*'> xi-l, O, %i+l y*.*y X,) t) 
g (x, 4 
< ~, 
i = 1, 2 ,..,, n, 
with M a positive constant, then (3.6) has at least one 2r-periodic solution of 
cluss Cl. 
Proof. By Hadamard’s theorem [19, p. 971 we can write (3.6) as 
L?f =f$(Xy***, Xi-1 5 0, Xi+1 pa-*, X, 9 t) 
+ xi 1; +!$ (~1 ,..., xi-1 , w , xz+l ,..., x, , t) ds, i = 1, 2 )...) 7t, 
and the conditions of Theorem 2 are fullfilled with 
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and 
p&G t) = f&l ,‘*a, xi-1 , 0, xi+1 ,***I %z 7 9% a’ = 1, 2 I...) n. 
Using Schauder’s fixed point theorem, C. Corduneau [S-7] has proved an 
analogous result under the more restrictive conditions 
A similar result can also be deduced from Theorem 2 for a 2n-dimensional 
differential system of the form 
2 = f(X, 2, t). 
It is to be noted that Theorem 2 could also be proved using an interesting 
existence theorem due to H. W. Knobloch [21, Hilfssatz 1, p. 1801 and 
generalizations of some arguments given in the same paper for the case of 
second-order differential equations. We think, however, that our proof is 
more simple and straightforward. Moreover, as shown in [3] and [22], 
Theorem 1 can lead to existence theorems for periodic solutions in cases where 
Knobloch’s method is not applicable, and it does not require a local Lipschitz 
condition for (2.1). 
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